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Blackboard Learn for Salesforce
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and integrated within Salesforce.com, so the application’s look and

• Training. Blackboard offers five to 10 hours of administrator/man-

feel is familiar to Salesforce users. Due to single sign-on functional-

agement training via instructor-led online workshops. Customized

ity, users switching from Salesforce to Blackboard do not need to

training programs are also available at an extra fee.

enter an additional user name and password. One of the integration’s more compelling aspects is the ability to correlate sales

• Support. Once operational, Blackboard Learn for Salesforce pro-

performance data from Salesforce.com to Blackboard training data.

vides continuous support typical of a SaaS-based application. These

For example, it’s possible to track within Blackboard the close rate

include regular software updates and 24x7 global support via its

of a group of sales reps before and after attending a training

Behind the Blackboard support site, where administrators can

program to see if there has been any improvement. Blackboard also

download reference material and contact help desk resources.

can custom-build dashboards that provide sales and training
managers with course utilization, ranking of reps by course

• Best practices. Blackboard offers professional services to help its

completion and attainment, and the popularity ranking of courses

clients implement best practices in learning content creation,

by user feedback. Blackboard has integrated Salesforce.com’s

managing learning paths and integrating into other systems (e.g.

Chatter social media platform into its tool, allowing users and

talent management solutions).

instructors to create groups (e.g. for a training class) and
collaborate before, during and after a learning program. Within

• Vendor viability. Founded in 1997 and originally focused on pro-

Blackboard Learn for Salesforce, users have the ability to receive a

viding a complete suite of learning solutions to the K–12 and higher

“badge” image or completion document when the course is

education markets (which still produce most of its revenue),

completed.

formerly publicly traded Blackboard was purchased by privateequity firm Providence Equity Partners and a group of investors for

• Vendor vision. Blackboard has stated that future versions of Learn

$1.64 billion in 2011. The company claims over 10,000 customers

for Salesforce will allow for the automatic certification of a rep

in total, with the corporate market representing a major new

based on the completion of specific courses. Building on the trend

growth opportunity.

of sales organizations using gamification principles (applying concepts popular in online gaming environments to score and rank

THE SIRIUS DECISION

individuals using non-gaming technologies like an LMS), look for

The vision of making the SFA system the single point of entry for all of

future versions of Blackboard Learn for Salesforce to offer capabili-

the sales applications that reps use (e.g. LMS, content portal,

ties to track and rank reps against one another, and to create incen-

configuration/pricing/quoting, compensation management) continues to

tives based on rep accomplishments.

evolve. The premise is simple: With easier access to these applications,
reps will use them more frequently. For Blackboard, this vision must

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

evolve beyond the benefits of single sign-on to more functional

As important as features and functionality is a vendor’s ability to deliver

integration within Salesforce.com; an example would be contextual

and implement its solutions. Our analysis of the Blackboard Learn for

guidance (e.g. just-in-time learning on negotiations if the rep is at that

Salesforce offering along this dimension that we call “essential ele-

stage in managing an opportunity). We would also like to see

ments” is as follows:

Blackboard broaden its integration to include other SFA providers and
sales content portal vendors (e.g. SAVO, iCentera, Qvidian), allowing

• Integration. Currently, Salesforce.com is the only SFA system that

users to access learning within these applications (e.g. linking from a

integrates with Blackboard Learn.

sales playbook to a Blackboard course).
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